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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A Ô-SIMPLE COVERING1

WILHELM STOLL

Abstract. Let M be a complex manifold. It is shown by simple

means that an arbitrary fine open covering U={í7¿}¡e/ of M

exists such that for every form u of class C° and bidegree (p, q) with

dw = 0 on Uia D • • • H Uip there exists a form ip of class C on

f<0 D • • • Pi Ui, such that ty =u provided gê 1.

Let Ap<1iU) be the vector space of forms of bidegree ip, q) and

class C°° on the open set U of the complex manifold M. The exterior

derivative d splits into d = d-\-d, where 3 has bidegree (1, 0) and d has

bidegree (0, 1). The open subset U is said to be d-acyclic if and only if

for every form (¿EAv,qiU) with ¿ko = 0 with çSîl and p^O, a form

\pEAv,q~liU) exists such that « = di/\ An open covering U= { Uí}íbi

of M is said to be d-simple if and only if each finite, nonempty inter-

section Uyf\ ■ • ■ C\ Uip ?£ 0 is d-acyclic. An open Stein subset U of

M is d-acyclic. The intersection of finitely many open Stein subsets is

a Stein subset. Hence, any covering of M by open Stein subsets is d-

simple. Therefore, the existence of a ô-simple covering is assured.

However, this method requires considerable means. The theory of

coherent analytic sheaves, cohomology theory with coefficients in a

sheaf, Dolbeault's theorem and Cartan's Theorem B on Stein mani-

folds are needed. Here, a direct proof will be given, which avoids all

these tools. The referee informed the author that a similar idea was

used by Kenneth Hoffman in his M.I.T. lectures in 1964 to construct

an acyclic covering. His proof is not published. The author's proof

also arose from classroom needs.

For <z£C and r>0, define Dia, r)— {z£C| |z — a| <r}. Define

D(r)=DiO, r) and 7> = 7>(1). If a = iau ■ ■ ■ , an)ECm, define

Dmia, r) = Diai, r) X • - • X 7J>(am, r).

Define Dmir) =7>(0, r) and Dm = 7J'm(l).

The following two theorems are well known. Direct and simple

proofs can be found, for instance, in the textbook of Narasimhan

[3, pp. 130-138].
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Theorem 1 (Grothendieck).2 D'n is d-acyclic.

Theorem 2 (Oka).8 Let G5¿0 be an open subset of O. Suppose

that GXD is d-acyclic. Let f:G^>C be a holomorphic function. Then

Gf= {zEG\  \f(z)\ <l} isd-acyclic.

Hf:G—>Cq is holomorphic, and if/= (fi, • • ■ ,/„), define

G, = GC\}-\D") = \z E G\   \fi(z) |   < 1 for i - 1, • • • , q).

Lemma 3.4 Let Gtí0 be open in Cm. Suppose that GXDn is d-

acyclic for every integer w=:0. Let f'.G—>Cq be holomorphic. Then

G/XD" is d-acyclic for every integer n 2:0.

Proof. By assumption the lemma is true for q = 0. Suppose that it

is true for 2 — 1. Let/:G—>C8 be holomorphic. Then/=(g, h) with

g : G-^C*-1 and h : G-*C. Then G„ X Dn XD is d-acyclic for every » = 0.

According to Theorem 2,

(Ga X P")a = {(z, w) E G0 X D |   | h(z) |   < 1} = G{a,h) X D"

= G;XD"

isd-acyclic.    q.e.d.

Obviously, d-acyclic is invariant against biholomorphic maps. An

open subset U of M is said to be a biholomorphic polydisk if U can be

biholomorphically mapped onto Dm. Hence, any biholomorphic poly-

disk is d-acyclic.

Theorem 4. Let M be a complex manifold of dimension m. Suppose

that for each i = 0, 1, • • • , p a biholomorphic map ai'.M—^Mi with

MiQCm and an open subset Ui of M with cti(Ui) =Dm are given. If

U= PoH • • • r\Upy¿0,then UXD" if d-acyclic for all integers n^O.

Proof. Define the biholomorphic map ain:MXDn—>MiXDn by

ccin(z, w) = (af(z), wHor (z, w)EMXDn. Then ain(UiXDn)=DmXDn.

Each UiXDn is d-acyclic (Theorem 1). Hence, the theorem is true

for p = 0. Suppose that the theorem is true for p — 1 =; 0. Define G

= a0(U0r\ ■ ■ ■ fWp-O.Then

G X D" = aon((Uo H • • -C\ Ur-d X D")

is ö-acyclic for each n^0. The map f = apoaö1:G—*Cm is holomor-

phic. According to Lemma 3,

* See Serre [4, Chapter 18], Dolbeault [2] and Narasimhan [3, Theorem 2.13.5].

3 See Narasimhan [3, Theorem 2.14.7 ].

1 Compare Narasimhan [3, Corollary 2.14.8].
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a'oniG, X Dn) = a'o'niiG nf\Dn)) X D")

= a~o~\aoiUor\ ■ ■ ■ r\ Up-i)r\aoia~\Dm)) X D*)

= (i/o r\ ■ ■ ■ n Up-t n ario"1)) x d*

= (t/0 n • • • n i/p-i n tg x z>

isô-acyclic for each « ^ 0.    q.e.d.

This is all the analysis needed. The remainder of the proof uses

topological methods only.

Lemma 5. Let U= { £/,-}¿ez and 23 = { F,}¿e/ be locally finite, open

coverings of the metrizable, locally compact space M. Suppose that F,- is

compact and contained in U¡for each iEI- Then it is possible to assign

each point x in M an open relative compact neighborhood B (x) such that

(B(x) U B(y)) r\Vij¿ 0   and   B(x) C\ B(y) * 0

imply (5(*)U5(y))Ç UiifiEL

Proof. Take a metric d on M. The distance between two subsets A

and B of M shall be denoted by diA, B). For each iEI, take an open,

relative compact subset Wi of M with FjÇ JF.ÇÎF.Ç JJ,. For xEM

define

£(*, r) = {y | ¿(s, v) < r} (0 < r G R),

at = dist(F,-, M - Wi) > 0,       bi = dist(ÏFi, M - Ut) > 0,

K(x) = {iG/|xGF,}, L(x) = {iEl\xEWi\.

For each xEM, take an open, relative compact neighborhood AX

such that

Nix) = {* e/| J,n i/,-^0]

is finite. Then A(x)ÇZ,(x)Ç A(x). Let Cj be the union of all F< with

iEN(x)-K(x). Let Cf be the union of all Wi with iENix)-Lix).
Then d= C^WC^ is compact and does not contain x. Take a number

r(x)>0such that J5(x, rfx))?:^— Cx and such that r(x)< Min (a;, b{)

for all iENix). Then jB(x) = .B(x, r(x)) is an open neighborhood of x

with Bix)QAx. Hence, .B(x) is compact.

Now, it shall be proved, that B(x)r\7a*0 implies B(x)çzWi. If
iEI-Nix), then 0^Bix)r\ViQAxr\Ui = 0. Hence iENix). If
iENix)-Kix), then 0*B(x)r\'ViQ(A,-C,)r\Cm = 0. Hence
t'GA(x), which means iGF¡. If yG-B(*)i then d(x, y) ^r(x)<<z,-,

because ¿GA(x)Ç A/(x). Now xGF¿and d(x, y)<a< imply yGtF<-

Therefore, 5(x)Ç IF,-.
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Similarly, it can be proved, that Bix)C\Wi9i0 implies Bix)Q Ui.

Suppose that Bix)C\Biy)^0 and (73(x)U£(y))fW,-5¿£f. Without

loss of generality, Bix)C\Vi7i0 can be assumed. Then Bix)QWi is

true. Now, Bix)r\Biy)^_0 implies Biy)f~\Wi9i0; therefore B(y)

QU(. Together, 7i(x)U7Î(y)ÇPF,Wt/<= Ui is proved,    q.e.d.

A complex manifold is assumed to be pure dimensional and to

have a countable base of open sets.

Lemma 6. Let U = {Ï7,-} ,-ej be an open covering of the m-dimensional,

complex manifold M. Then locally finite, open coverings S3 = \Bj\ j^j

and S = {C¡ J,ej and a family 21 = {a,},ej of biholomorphic maps exist

satisfying the following conditions :

1. The map clj'.Aj-^A') maps the open subset A¡ of M biholomor-

phically onto an open subset A¡ of O.

2. A refinement map r\J—>I exists such that CjECjEBjEBjEAj

Ç UrU)for eachjEJ.

3. IfkEJandjEJwithBkr\Bj9É0thenBkQAj.
4. For eachjEJ, <*,-(£,■) = Dm and a/(C/) = DmH).

Proof. Because every covering on M has an arbitrary small

locally finite refinement, it can be assumed, that 11 is already locally

finite, and that for each i'£7 a biholomorphic map ßi'. Ui—>U¡ onto

an open subset Ui of Cm exists. Moreover, it can be assumed, that

each Ui contains the compact closure F,- of an open set Vi9^0 such

that SB = { Vi\ iEi is a covering of M. According to Lemma 5, pick an

open, relative compact neighborhood 5(x) of x such that Bix)C\Biy)

9^0 and iBix)\JBiy))C\ViT¿0 imply (5(x)WB(y))Ç<7i. For each
x£7, select an index p(x)£7 with x£FPd). Define /3p(I)(x) =a(x). A

number ri(x) > 0 and an open neighborhood Biix) of x exists such that

x E Biix) C Si (*) C Bix) r\ V,w C V,to c upM,

&w(Bi(*)) = D-iaix), r{x)).

Then li(x) isjcompact. Define G(x) =/3;(¿(7>ro(a(x), r(x)/2)). Then

G(x) is open; Ci(x) is compact and contained in Biix). A biholomor-

phic map yx. C1—>C™ is defined by

7*(z) = (z — a(x))/r(x).

Then7s(7>(a(x),r(x))) =7J>mand7x(7)m(a(x), r(x)/2)) =7>m(|). Hence

Sx = yxoßp(x):Upix) -^yxiu'pix))

is a biholomorphic map with 5x(7?i(x)) =Dm and 5*(G(x)) =Dmi$).
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For each iEI, finitely many points x,i, • • • , Xi,«) in Vi exist such

that

(1) Vi Q Ci(xii) V • • • \J Ci(xiqW).

Define /= {(i, ¡j)\iEI and I^ju^ç(î)}. Define T.J-+I by r(i, ju)

= p(xi„). If j=(i, u)EJ, define Cy=G(xy), and Py = Pi(xy), and

A¡ = UrU), and A'¡ —Y«, (#£(/>)> and ay = SXj.

Obviously, the conditions 1, 2, and 4, are satisfied. If j = (i, n) and

k = (p,v) belong to J with BkC\B¡^0, then

0 ^BkC\Bj = Bi(xi,,i) r\ Bi(xp,i) Ç B(xi.,i) Pi B(xp,i),

s* E (B(xi,i) \J B(xpf)) C\ Vp(xi¡¡).

Hence í(jt,,)C{/,(l¡I) which implies BkQUTu)=Ai. Therefore, also

condition 3 is satisfied.

Because of (1), <S= {Cy}ye./ is a covering of M. Hence, 93 = {Pyjye/

is also a covering of M.

Each point x£Af, has a neighborhood W* such that Ix

= \iEl\WxC\Ui*0\ is finite. Then

Jx = {(i, p) | » £ Ix, 1 á M ^ <?(*') }

is finite. If WYByj* 0 with j = (i, ft) £7, then ^nP(xi(1) ?¿0. Now

x<(< £ (£(*«,) U P(x<J) H 74|        (£(*;„) r\ B(xiß)) 9* 0

imply B(xi„)Ç.Ui. Therefore, Wxr\Ui7i0, which implies iEIx and

j = (*, ß) EJx. Therefore, the covering So is locally finite. Consequently,

S is locally finite too.    q.e.d.

Theorem 7. Let M be an open covering of the complex manifold M.

Then open, locally finite, d-simple refinements 93 = {Py}ye„ and ß

= {Cy} yen of VL exist, where V,- and B¡ are compact with CiEBjfor each

jEJ.

Proof. Take the coverings 93 and S as constructed in Lemma 6.

Take jo, > • •, j, in P with BhC\ - - ■ C\Bh^0. Then Py,P\Py„^0.
Hence BjpQA3f for all ¡i = 0, • • • , p and v — 0, • • • , p. Therefore

Bhu". •. u Biv QAhn---n Aip = A.

The biholomorphic map a,M maps A onto an open subset of Cm with

aiß(Bi,i) =Dm. According to Theorem 4, Py0P\ • • • C\B¡P is d-acyclic.

Hence, 93 is 3-simple. The same argument shows that (S is 5-simple.

q.e.d.
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The reason for the construction of S3 and S and not S3 alone, lies in

the following well-known application :6 Let £ be a holomorphic vector

bundle over the compact manifold E. Let D(7i) be the sheaf of germs

of holomorphic sections in E. Let AvqiU, E) be the vector space of

forms of class C°° and of bidegree ip, q) on U with coefficients in E.

Then d extends to dB:A"(U, E)->A*'q+1iU, E). The open subset U

is said to be óVacyclic if and only if for every form w£^4PÍ(í7, Ti)

with dEu = 0 and with q^l and p^O, a form \pEA»-t-l(U, E)

exists such that « = dEip- An open covering U = {¿7,} ,e/ of M is said to

be 3¿rsimple, if and only if each finite, nonempty intersection

Ui0(~\ ■ ■ ■ C\ Uip t¿ 0 is ôj?-acyclic. Obviously, an open subset U of

Ü7 is oVacyclic if JJ is d-acyclic and 7i| U is trivial. Hence a d-simple,

open covering U = { Ui} ¿ei is also o\e-simple if each 7¿| Ui is trivial.

Now, let U be a finite, open covering of the compact complex

manifold M such that each E\Ui is trivial. Take the à-simple re-

finements S3 and (S of Theorem 7. They are also ôs-simple. Hence the

refinement homomorphisms

77«(S3, OiE)) -^77«(S, £)(£)) -^77«(M, D(£))

are isomorphisms. Moreover, 77«(S3, £>(£)) and 77« (S, £>(£)) are

Fréchet spaces and r is a compact map. Hence 77«(S, £)(£)) is finite

dimensional, which implies that 77«(il7, £)(£)) also is finite dimen-

sional.

Naturally, in this application, the Cech cohomology with coeffi-

cients in a sheaf and Dolbeault's theorem are used, but the theory of

coherent analytic sheaves and Cartan's Theorem B are not needed.
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